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Conservation of 
energy also 
protects our 
environment.
-Lamar S. Smith

Cooking motivates and empowers children to make

healthy food choices. It also helps them to problem solve,

think, follow directions and enhance creativity. The

‘Young Chefs’ of Chettinad made porridge and evening

snacks and served their family. The joy of

accomplishment was far beyond their happiness.

YOUNG CHEFS OF CHETTINAD



Parents love their children selflessly and

unconditionally. They are the source of inspiration and

motivation. Parents not only give the gift of life to their

children, they also nurture them throughout their lives.

Students thanked their parents to mark National

Parents Day by gifting them cards and key chains. They

also made a quick snack and helped them in their tasks

at home and dined together.

NATIONAL PARENTS DAY

“There is no 
friendship, no 

love, like that of a 
Parent for the 

child.”
― Henry Ward 

Beecher



The last week of July was celebrated as World

Conservation week to raise awareness on the significance

of natural resources and encourage students to practice

protecting natural resources. To spread the message

various activities relating to the 3 R - reduce, recycle and

reuse, protecting the environment by using the resources

judiciously were planned across the week.

WORLD CONSERVATION WEEK

“The Earth is 
what we all 

have in 
common.”

-Wendell Berry



WORLD CONSERVATION WEEK

“There are a 
number of ways 

to save water and 
they all start with 

you.”



“Nature is not a 
place to visit. It is 

home.”
― Gary Snyder

PAPER BAG DAY

Children enjoyed making paper bags with materials

available at home to mark the significance of ‘Paper Bag

Day’. Encouraging environment-friendly paper bags

instead of non-biodegradable plastic bags was the motive

behind the activity.



BEST OUT OF WASTE

Students made things with the waste materials

available at home to something useful. Children learned

to value the resources in hand and also honed their

creative skills.
“What we save, 

saves us.”



“Inspiration 
exists, but it has 

to find you 
working.”

- Pablo Picasso

REUSE AND REDUCE

To teach children the importance of reusing materials,

Grade IV participated in paper-making activity. Grade V

studied the ways and means of conserving water and

electricity in their homes and presented it in class.



INDEPENDENT LEARNING

Taking charge of their own learning with scaffolding by the

teacher or a parent is Independent Learning. Children in

primary were engaged in simple projects and tasks which

they could research and present during class. With constant

motivation and guidance, children learn to correct themselves

and learning is permanent.

“All the world is a 
laboratory to the 
inquiring mind.”

–Martin Fisher



LEARNING BY DOING

Tell me and I forget, teach me and I may
remember, involve me and I learn!

The students of Grade V, Kalyani made tents to learn
about the different types of houses during their Social
Studies class. The students put on their creative hats to
build their tents with available materials at home. They
were excited and enthusiastic to show their tents to
their teacher and friends.

“The measure of 
intelligence is the 
ability to change.”
-Albert Einstein



“Let us 
remember

one book, one 
pen, one child 

and one teacher 
can change the 

world”
-Malala 

BOOKS ARE OUR BEST FRIENDS

Children look forward to the reading class and show keen

interest to read and enjoy the stories. E-books have been

shared to motivate children to read along with their

parents. ‘A great book leaves the child with boundless

experience and imagination.’



“Let’s move 
towards green to 
keep the planet 

clean.”

KG CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES

Exploring 2-D shapes

Paper tearing activity

Show and Tell about your favourite toy.

Learning language is fun.



“Look deep into 
nature, and then 

you will 
understand 
everything 

better.”
—Albert Einstein

Children enjoyed Exercise of Practical Life (EPL)
activities.

Experiential Learning of Shapes: Semicircle & Star.

Family Tree

Number combinations

KG CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES



“Lets nurture the 
nature, so that 
we can have a 
better future.”

FOOD FACTS

WELL-BEING

Food is the ingredient that binds us together

We all have a close relationship with food. It provides

nourishment, energy, a sense of satisfaction, health and

more importantly ‘Joy’.

“A family that eats together, stays together”.

A great family time can:

∙ Make a child feel secure

∙ Boost the child’s academic grades

∙ Increase the child’s self-confidence and self-esteem

∙ Promote a happy and joyful feeling

It is an old Indian tradition of sit on the floor while

eating. It has been proved to be the right way to eat.

Generally sitting with crossed-legs tends to act as a

'Yoga' posture known as sukhasana or padmasana.

Thus sitting on floor while having food is equivalent to

doing Yoga at the same time. This posture puts

pressure to the lower spine, facilitates relaxation and

also allows you to calm the mind. In Ayurveda, eating

with a calm and peaceful mind helps in better

digestion.



Food shares 
common ground 

with art and 
science

FOOD FACTS

It is important a child eats the right 

kind of food at the right time. 

Home cooked food is the best! Children can try small
quantities of a variety of food. Eating should be a pleasure.
Food can be visually appealing.

As a parent you can…

Weekends can be made exciting by planning a family

cooking time. Each family member can play a major role in

preparing the dinner and setting the right environment to

enjoy. Children can help in mixing, setting the table,

peeling, arranging salads and serving. What a Saturday

evening to look forward…

Studies suggest that children of families that regularly eat

dinner together are less likely to suffer from anxiety and

more likely to enjoy boosted self-esteem.



SPOTTED AND REPORTED

BOTTLEBRUSH FLOWER

The school compound is rich in flora with variety of

flowers. The July month witnessed the blooming of one

attractive flower, the ‘Bottlebrush’ and a scented

flower, the ‘Manoranjitham’.

Scientific Name: Callistemons

The bottlebrush is an evergreen shrub which has its origin

in Australia. The common name of bottlebrush refers to

the plant’s blooms, which are a spiked flower sitting at the

very end of a stem, looking remarkably like a brush used

to clean bottles or jars. They can be quite large, reaching

up to 12 inches long in some species. Made up of many

individual blossoms, these flowers are typically produced

in various shades of red, and are a good way to attract

hummingbirds, butterflies, and other fauna.

Bottlebrushes make excellent garden plants. They grow

well in a wide variety of soils. Plants grown in full sun

produce the best flowers. The flowers are spectacular and

are irresistible to nectar-feeding birds and insects. Most

species of bottlebrush shrubs are frost-tolerant.

“Flowers always 
make people 

better, happier, 
and more helpful; 
they are sunshine, 
food and medicine 

to the mind.”
― Luther Burbank.



“A flower 
blossoms for its 

own joy.”
― Oscar Wilde.

MANORANJITHAM

Scientific name: Artabotrys hexapetalus

When young, this plant is a shrub which turns into a

climber once it attains a height of about 2 meters.

The English name of this shrub is Climbing lang-lang and

it is recognized as ‘Champa’ in Hindi.

The place of origin of Manoranjtham is South-East Asia,

India. This plant grows in moist soil with full or partial

sunlight. The Manoranjitham flowers are renowned for its

exotic fragrance. These are greenish in the beginning and

turn yellow after few days. They have a fruity smell.

The flowers are used in the treatment of nausea, blood

and heart diseases, itching, sweating, foul breath, thirst

and headache. Also called the Perfume tree., this plant is

easy to maintain.



“Nature is 
painting for us, 
day after day, 

pictures of 
infinite beauty.”
—John Ruskin

ART CORNER



Coming up next…

• Krishna Janmashatami

• Independence Day celebration.

• Vinayaka Chaturthi special

• Open House (KG – Grade 5)

• Onam Celebration

PARENTING TIP - 02

We as parents would have experienced that

when children have nothing to do, they

eventually invent some weird fun game to

play, create a new device, mend broken toys

and engage in many such activities when

they are bored.

Boredom might spark 

creativity because a 

restless mind hungers for 

stimulation. 

It also leads to problem-

solving.


